CREDIT RISK

Why Maintenance Capex
SHOULD NOT BE Deducted from
Operating Cash Flow
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BY STEPHEN BARTOLETTI

After a couple of decades proselytizing
for capitalism and supervising commercial lending by banks in the former Soviet
Union, I returned to the U.S. to find that
“best practices” in financial analysis had
changed. Some analysts now believe that
maintenance capex, a critical use of cash,
must be deducted from operating cash flow
in order to determine the cash flow available for debt service.
Intuitively, this view did not sit well with
me. Lenders make commercial loans to
businesses so they can invest in assets that
generate revenue—cash flow—to repay the
loan. If maintenance capex is deducted, the
company must generate enough cash flow
to repay the loan and replace the assets as
they are used up. This is bad for both the
bank and the borrower.
A contrary view will likely meet formidable resistance. Deducting m-capex
is practiced in many banks’ spreadsheets,
chronicled in The RMA Journal by esteemed
colleagues, and even advocated by Warren
Buffett. Nevertheless, a disciplined review
of accounting and finance principles reveals
that, although the concern about m-capex
was valid, the correction was excessive.

reduces the cash balance. However, it is only necessary
to report the net change in assets, so the SCF “nets out”
uses and sources of cash that are naturally offsetting.
These missing cash flows, which include maintenance
capex, can be substantial. The decision to deduct mcapex, a missing use of cash, from operating cash flow
ignores the fact that there is a corresponding source of
cash also netted out.
Which other cash flows were intentionally “netted
out” of the SCF? Short answer: all naturally recurring
investment and financing cash flows. Finance 101 taught
us that cash flow can be broken down into three categories: operating, investment, and financing. To understand
investment and financing cash flows, we must turn to
the balance sheet. The left side—assets—reports where
cash has been invested: a use of cash. The right side—liabilities and owners’ equity—reports the sources of cash:
how the assets were financed.
BALANCE SHEET CASH FLOWS
Investment Cash Flow = Financing Cash Flow
Δ Assets = Δ Liabilities + Δ Owners’ Equity

Every investment cash flow must be matched equally
with a financing cash flow. In the case below, Sam will
invest in a new truck (asset), putting 20% down (own
funds, equity) and borrowing 80% from the bank (liability). That is the first half of a balance-sheet cash
flow cycle.

The Controversy in a Nutshell

Why was maintenance capex, a critical use
of cash, left out of the statement of cash
flows? The short answer: The SCF was
never intended to report all cash flows. It
was designed only to report the net effect
of all cash flows.
Let’s go back to 1987 and the implementation of FAS 95, Statement of Cash Flows.
The income statement was the original
statement of operations, but it failed as a
statement of cash flow because net profit
alone does not explain the change in the
cash balance. The SCF was designed to
identify what, other than net profit, had
changed the cash balance. The most common explanation is that the cash was invested in inventory or other assets for the
company to grow. The SCF identifies the
net increase in assets as a “use of cash” that

Balance-Sheet Cash Flow Cycles and the Lenders’
Paradigm

When we make the loan to finance Sam’s truck, we expect the company to use that asset to generate revenue.
And we want to make sure that, as the truck is used up,
the cash revenue is used to repay the loan. That is the
logic behind what we might call the “old school” lenders’
paradigm: Short-term loans are made to finance short-life
trading assets; long-term loans are made to finance longterm fixed assets.
Matching the loan term to the expected life of the asset
being financed is important for both the primary source
of repayment (cash flow generated by use of the asset)
and the secondary source of repayment (the collateral
value of the asset).
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FIGURE 1: BALANCE-SHEET CASH
FLOW CYCLES
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nal investment transaction: Cash from
financing sources is invested in assets.
The green arrow traces the second half
of the cycle. The assets are used to
generate revenue—that is, cash that is
repaid to the investors, both creditors
and owners. In the first half of the
cycle, the increase in assets is a use
of cash. In the second half, the cash
flow is reversed: The decrease in assets
becomes the source of cash.
Replacement Capex Requires
Replacement Financing

FIXED
ASSETS

LONG-TERM
LIABILITIES
EQUITY

Note: See articles by this author in the December
2015 and October 2017 issues of The RMA
Journal, which make an argument for why
“trading” is a more precise term than “current.”

This brings us to the other half of
the cash flow cycle: repayment. Figure
1 illustrates two natural balance-sheet
cycles, divided by accounting convention and according to the lenders’
paradigm—short term versus long
term. The blue arrow traces the origi-

Successful and profitable, Sam’s
Trucking has grown incrementally,
adding one truck to the fleet each
year. Sam’s fleet now totals five
trucks, but his first truck, now five
years old, is due for replacement. The
original cycle is complete: The truck’s
depreciation to zero and the loan’s
repayment to zero reduce the size of
the balance sheet. To maintain the
same level of operations, Sam must
replace the truck.
There is much discussion regarding
the calculation of m-capex. To keep
it simple, we will distinguish between
replacement capex and growth capex:
Replacement capex = Capital expenditures to replace fixed assets
that have been used up.

Growth capex = Expenditures in
excess of replacement capex that
increase total fixed assets.
Total capex = replacement capex
+ growth capex.
The distinction is important because r-capex and g-capex draw on
different sources of cash.
The decision to replace the truck
requires r-capex, which begins the
next cycle. The investment in a replacement asset must be matched
with replacement financing—to keep
the balance sheet balanced. Here is
the debate: Can replacement financing
include replacement debt or must it all
come from operating cash flow?
Here is a case designed for mathematical simplicity: Each truck costs
$60,000 and has a five-year life, so it
depreciates at the rate of $12,000 per
year. Therefore, each of the five trucks
depreciating by one-fifth annually
results in total depreciation expense
equal to one truck (5 x $12,000 =
$60,000). Annual r-capex, defined
as the amount of capex required to
replace what was used up (depreciated), is equal to one new truck. This
eliminates year-to-year fluctuations
that would only complicate the case
without invalidating the logic. Tables

TABLE 1:
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS (SCF)
Alternative 1

Year '05

Alternative 2

Revenue

500,000

Deprec Exp

60,000

60,000 5 x $12,000

Cash Expenses

410,000

+Net Profit

30,000

30,000

Deprec Exp

60,000

Change WC

Net Profit

30,000

= NCAO

90,000

90,000
60,000 Full cost of replacement truck

0

0 No A/R, Inventory, payables

Investment cash flow

---->

R-Capex (gross)

60,000

Financing cash flow

---->

- R-Financing (debt)

48,000

Financing cash flow

---->

=R-Capex(cash/equity)

12,000

60,000 Cash down payment

= CFADS

78,000

30,000

- CPLTD

48,000

48,000 CPLTD paid in year 5

Cash flow available for
debt service (net)

30,000

-18,000 Alt 1 = net profit; Alt 2 insufficient

Beginning cash

10,000

10,000

Ending cash

40,000

-8,000

1.63

0.63

CFADS/CPLTD
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INCOME STATEMENT

FIGURE 2: REPLACEMENT FINANCING ALTERNATIVES FOR REPLACEMENT CAPEX
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1 and 2 distinguish the SCF and balance sheet
for the two following alternatives.
Alternative 1: Replacement debt financing.
In “old school” thinking, we expect Sam to
come back to the bank for a loan. We granted
loans for each of his first five trucks, advancing 80% ($48,000) with a 20% cash down
payment ($12,000) and an annual payment
of $9,600 (one-fifth of $48,000). A new loan
($48,000) granted this year for the replacement truck would replace exactly the total of
loan payments made during the year (CPLTD
= five loans x $9,600), leaving the total due
to the bank unchanged. Meanwhile, on the
other side of the balance sheet, the new truck
(r-capex) exactly replaces the reduction (depreciation) of fixed assets to leave total net
fixed assets unchanged, as shown in Figure 2.

NEW
REPLACEMENT
LOAN

EQUITY
Repayment

Replacement Alternative 1:
Re-Leverage
Cash from creditors and
owners

R-CAPEX

Note: The concept of CPFA
(= scheduled depreciation)
was explained in the
December 2015 issue of
The RMA Journal.

RETAINED
PROFIT NEW
EQUITY
OLD EQUITY

Recycling equity. It is important to note
that, in the repayment half of the cycle, not
only does the bank get back what it invested
in the asset, but the company also gets back
the cash it invested in the asset—the original down payment. Illustrated by the two

Replacement Alternative 2:
No Leverage
All cash from owners equity,
recycled + new

TABLE 2: BALANCE SHEET
TABLE 2(A): BALANCE SHEET ALTERNATIVE 1: PURCHASE
TRUCK W/ REPLACEMENT LOAN 12/31/YEAR 5

BALANCE SHEET: PREVIOUS YEAR 12/31/YEAR 4
Cash
A/R Invent
Total Trading Assets

10,000

Cash

0

A/R Invent

10,000 ST Trade Liab

0 Trading Assets

40,000
0
40,000 ST Trade Liab

Trucks

300,000

CPLTD

48,000 Trucks

360,000 CurrentPortionLTD

Acc Depr

120,000

FPLTD

96,000 Acc Depr

180,000 FuturePortionLTD

Net FA

180,000

Total Assets

190,000 Equity

Net FA
Total Liabs

Leverage

180,000 Total Liabilities

144,000

Owners' Equity

46,000 Total Assets

220,000 Total Liabs+Equity

3.13

Leverage

0
48,000
96,000 If prepay:
144,000

114,000

76,000

76,000

220,000
1.89

1.50

TABLE 2(B): BALANCE SHEET ALTERNATIVE 2:
PURCHASE TRUCK W/ ALL CASH 12/31/YEAR 5
Cash
A/R Invent
Trading Assets

Excel worksheet detailing
calculation of case numbers can
be found at www.sme-lending.com

-8,000
0
-8,000 ST Trade Liab

0

Trucks

360,000 CurrentPortionLTD

38,400

Acc Depr

180,000 FuturePortionLTD

57,600

Net FA

180,000 Total Liabs

96,000

Equity
Total Assets

172,000 Total Liabs+Equity
Leverage

76,000
172,000
1.26
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Point: Sam can maintain his fleet by
recycling the same equity down payment and re-leveraging it with a new
“replacement” loan. This begins the
next cycle, which mirrors the original
cycle: investment in a truck financed
with a mix of debt and equity. (Inflationary costs, a valid concern, will be
addressed shortly.)
Point: Only the $12,000 for replacement down payment (owners’ cash equity) need be deducted from current
operating cash flow. (See Table 1, SCF
Alternative 1: R-capex(cash/equity).)
Alternative 2: Operating cash flow.
The second option mandates that the
financing for r-capex come entirely
from operating cash flow, $60,000
deducted to reduce the cash flow
available for long-term debt service
(CFADS). (See Table 1, Alternative 2:
R-capex (cash/equity).) But the balance sheet dictates that there must be
financing in the form of liability or
equity to match the replacement asset
(r-capex). A portion of that financing
can come from the old, recycled equity, the same as in Alternative 1. But
with no replacement debt financing,
the balance of financing must also be
from equity. “Operating cash flow”
must therefore filter to the bottomline net profit and be retained as
equity—new equity. Figure 2, Alternative 2, distinguishes between the
financing from new equity and the
old, recycled equity.
Bad for the Bank. Isn’t it obvious? If
we insist that the borrowers’ operating
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ALTHOUGH IT
IS TRUE THAT
REPLACEMENT
DEBT DOES NOT
REDUCE TOTAL
LIABILITIES, THE
COMPANY IS
NEVERTHELESS
FINANCIALLY
STRONGER
BECAUSE TOTAL
LEVERAGE DOES
DECREASE.
cash flow must repay the financing
(CPLTD) and replace the asset, they
won’t need us anymore! Call it the
“lender’s paradox”: We expect to be
repaid, but we expect to lend more.
Growing companies do not reduce total debt; they borrow more. We manage risk by keeping things in balance:
by ensuring that the level of debt is
supported by adequate equity—in a
word, leverage. Which brings us to
the next point.
Bad for the Borrower. Finance
101 teaches that the prudent use of
leverage increases the return on equity. Denying replacement debt would
force Sam to use all equity to maintain
his fleet, which would reduce ROE.
Reducing replacement debt may be
appropriate for over-leveraged companies, but not for Sam’s.

It gets worse. Without replacement
debt, Sam cannot replace the truck.
Alternative 2 deducts the full amount
of r-capex on the belief that operating
cash flow must be able to repay CPLTD
and replace the asset. In Sam’s case, it
does not, coming up $18,000 short.
(See Table 1, SCF Alternative 2.) Many
profitable, successful firms will find it
difficult to maintain their current level
of operations if forced to de-leverage.
Replacement Debt Financing for
R-Capex Is “Best Practice”

One argument suggests that if Sam is
dependent on replacement loans, the
bank is compelled to keep replacing
loans and total debt never decreases.
Compelled? Please don’t throw me
into that briar patch! The replacement loan is stronger than the original
loan because there is a track record
of profitability and repayment. The
replacement truck is a new source of
cash flow and collateral.
Moreover, although it is true that
replacement debt does not reduce total
liabilities, the company is nevertheless
financially stronger because total leverage does decrease. In Sam’s case, the
increase in equity from a net profit of
$30,000, with no change in liabilities,
reduces Sam’s leverage, from 3.13 to
1.89, a significant de-leveraging despite the replacement debt. (See Table
2 Leverage, year 4 to year 5.)
It gets better. In natural replacement
cycles, r-capex keeps net fixed assets
constant and replacement debt keeps
total liabilities constant. (Compare
Table 2, Alternative 1, year 4 to year 5.)
The balance sheet would not change
except for one thing: retained net
profit. In growing companies, new cash
equity from retained profit is invested
in growth capex (or growing trading assets, often quantified as the net change
in working capital accounts). But in a
mature company, the new cash is not
needed for growth and would simply
increase cash on hand. Or it can be put
to good use by reducing total liabilities
ahead of schedule.
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green arrows in Figure 2, Sam’s annual
scheduled depreciation of $60,000 is
the source of cash that completes the
cycle, covering the loan payment of
$48,000 (CPLTD) and returning the
$12,000 in cash the company invested
as a down payment. But that $12,000
recovered from the investment in the
first truck is now needed for the down
payment on the replacement truck.

The increase in equity and the decrease in liabilities accelerates the rate
of de-leveraging. If Sam made an unscheduled payment of $30,000 (maintaining the cash account at $10,000),
the leverage would drop to 1.50. (See
“if prepay,” Table 2(a): Leverage = total liabilities $114,000 / total owners’
equity $76,000.) Realistically, Sam is
more likely to invest the new cash/
equity in growth.
Adjusting for Inflation. Logically,
r-capex must equal the actual replacement cost, which is augmented by inflation. The “inflationary increase” is
a net increase in assets, which must be
matched with a net increase in financing. However, the financing can blend
debt and equity.
Investment: “Inflationary increase”
of 5% on a $60,000 truck = $3,000
Financing: 80% loan advance rate
(80% x $3,000)
$2,400
20% cash/equity from retained net
profit			
$600
If you want to factor inflation capex
into SCF spreads, it is only necessary
to deduct the equity portion from the
operating cash flow. This is the cash
needed for the larger down payment. If
concerned about the company’s leverage, the bank can reduce the advance
rate, forcing the company to increase
the equity (down payment) portion.
My preference is to treat the inflationary increase in fixed assets as a lowyield investment in growth assets. In
this example, we are talking about only
$600 of the $30,000 in new cash that
Sam has available to invest in growth.
A Strategy for Financing Growth

If Sam wants to buy two trucks, one
would be a normal replacement investment and the other would be
growth capex. Both are investment
cash flows that must be matched on
the right-hand side of the balance
sheet by financing cash flows. R-capex
can be financed with recycled equity
and leveraged with replacement debt.

In contrast, g-capex, defined as a net
increase in assets, requires a net increase in financing, optimally a mix
of debt and equity.
Sam has big dreams. He wants to
double his fleet to 10 trucks. The correct response? “Super! Let’s look at
your financial statements to see how
quickly we can achieve that goal.” Follow that with advice about matching
investment cash flow (doubling the
fleet) with a healthy mix of debt and
equity financing.
Advising a client on a strategy for
financing growth begins with the income statement: The constraint on
growth is retained net profit, which
determines how quickly equity can
grow. The growth in equity, in turn,
determines how fast we can increase
total debt, based on a target leverage.
The two together—the new sources
of cash—dictate how much can be
invested in new asset growth.
At present, Sam does not have
enough cash for the down payment
(his equity contribution) for one replacement and five additional trucks.
But he can work toward that goal, continuing to add at least one truck to the
fleet each year. This year that means
two new trucks—one r-capex and one
g-capex. How quickly the fleet can be
doubled depends on how productive
the fleet is in generating cash flow
(revenue), how much falls to the
bottom line, and how much restraint
Sam can use to avoid big bonuses or
dividends so the profit is retained.

by netting out naturally recurring investment and financing cash flows to simplify the
math, we diminish the importance of these
cash flows. For those of us who make loans
to small and medium-sized enterprises, the
loans that we make are financing cash flows,
and the purpose of the loans—to acquire assets—is an investment cash flow. The proper
way to analyze these cash flows is in their
normal balance sheet cycles, matching the
cash-flow-generating assets with their financing according to the lenders’ paradigm.
Perhaps the greatest contribution of
“cycle theory” is that it brings into the
discussion of cash flow the importance of
owners’ equity and financial leverage. The
payment on a 60% loan-to-value is smaller
than the payment on a 90% loan-to-value.
Clearly, the more equity invested vis-à-vis
debt, the easier it will be for the company
to make the loan payments. This is true
for one truck loan or the aggregate of fixed
assets to long-term debt (or trading assets
to trading liabilities).
The strength of each balance sheet cycle,
the fluidity of the cycle, depends on the mix of
financing—liabilities versus equity. The greater the equity, the more fluid the cycle. To determine the fluidity of natural cash flow cycles
we must turn to the balance sheet. Perhaps
we can restore its importance by renaming it
the cash cycle balance sheet, or the statement
of investment/financing cash flow cycles.
If you insist that Sam’s cash flow is weak,
you put yourself at a serious competitive
disadvantage. There are many community
bankers who understand the importance of
replacement debt financing to both bank and
borrower, and they will gladly take this client
from you.

Cash Flow for Community Bankers

Say “cash flow” and today’s analysts
turn to modified SCF cash flow spreadsheets focusing on their favorite acronym for operating or free cash flow.
The preoccupation with free cash flow
is fine for M&A security analysts who
want to know how much cash flow the
company can throw off to pay down
bloated debt from a leveraged buyout.
Free cash flow is important, but it is not
the source of cash for all uses.
The problem with the SCF is that,
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